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CHAIR REPORT & APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Gary Franklin, MD, MPH, Medical Director, Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, and Ginny Weir, MPH, Bree Collaborative welcomed members to the workgroup and those present introduced themselves.

Motion: Approval of 9/16/19 minutes
Outcome: Approved with unanimous support

DEVELOPING DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS: ASSESSMENT
The workgroup viewed the Draft Chronic Opioid Management Assessment and discussed:

- Providing articles that are not publicly available to all workgroup members

Action Item: Ms. Weir will share requested articles

- Feedback on formatting document to make very clear
  - Formatting will be done by Jaymie Mai, PharmD, Pharmacy Manager, Washington State Department of Labor and Industries once the document is complete
• The alternating terminology used to refer to “long-term opioid therapy” or “chronic opioid therapy”
  o Chronic was used to be consistent with the AMDG guideline but long term therapy is the current term
    ▪ Long term opioid therapy will be used consistently
• Group discussed the report’s consistency with the WAC

**Action Item:** Ms. Mai will review to ensure consistency

• WAC establishes the minimum standard of care, guidelines establish standards for best practice
• Differentiating between getting a patient history from the medical record and getting a patient history directly from the patient
  o Added language to communicate that patient history should be obtained both from all relevant medical records and from an interview with the patient
• The first sub-bullet of Patient history seems challenging to accomplish
  o Question meant to refer to long term opioid use and how it may have changed rather than every single instance where opioids were prescribed
  o Changed sub-bullet to read “Document history of long-term opioid use including dosage and how dosage has changed.”
• The intent of the second bullet is unclear
  o Does not express the nuance of the information intended to be gathered about withdrawal and how it is intended to inform the clinician
  o Withdrawal may imply a physiological disturbance not a behavioral disturbance (e.g. opioid use disorder)
• Third sub-bullet, may need more definition around “adverse outcomes”
• Added bullet “Review current and recent prescription history including over-the-counter medications and cannabinoids.”

**Action Item:** David Tauben, MD, Chief of Pain Medicine, University of Washington Medical Center will send additional relevant patient history questions e.g. early refills, urine drug screen etc.

• Need for additional bullet about documenting pain related diagnosis in accordance with WAC
• Interviewing family member may not be possible if there are none or the patient does not want them involved
  o Adding additional language to allow for interviewing a non-family member who would have insight on the person’s condition

• Need for updated language in Electronic Health Record Indicators table to reflect current terminology
  o Limited science behind EHR queries
  o Include additional clarifying statements that such queries should not supersede clinical judgement

**Action Item:** Cyndi Hoenhous, Washington Patients in Intractable Pain will send language additions to address EHR usage in risk assessment

• Updated “abuse/dependence“ language in Electronic Health Record Indicators table to reflect current language
• Under *Physical Exam* language is unclear
  o Changed to “*Complete a general physical exam.*”
• Group discussed arbitrary percentage functional improvement requirement under *Pain and functional status*
  o Included from the 2015 AMDG guideline
  o Discussion was tabled to complete the review of the Assessment section

**GOOD OF THE ORDER/OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT**

Dr. Franklin thanked all for attending and asked for final comments and public comments. The meeting adjourned.